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Since the task looked overwhelming when we started, we chose to focus on going 
forward – and we implemented the processes described in the Document Manual 
(Document-22284) for creating new documentation. Now that those seem to be 
working we have to focus on the documentation that existed previously. 

You may have heard of the Document Type Index (Document-30634). This is a 
tool to help understand and capture what documents are in use at TRIUMF. The 
information was mined from your group manuals and directly from some of you. 
We think it has captured most of the documents and records but, as in most 
indices, the information may suffer from errors and omissions.

On inspection of the Document Type Index you will notice that the authors 
brought out the pencil crayons. These colours define the schedule for bringing 
the different document and record types into compliance with our QMS. The 
schedule is spaced out over the next two years. Green as you might imagine 
indicates those documents that are in compliance and no further work is required. 
The reds (two shades to split the workload) indicate that the documents are not in 
compliance but the process to have them comply is clear, the legwork just has to 
be done. Yellow is used to indicate that we may still have to define the process for 
making these documents comply. Cyan indicates that more research is required 
to determine how the document is used and stored. Examples of this category 
include documents in use that do not appear in the TSOPs, and paper documents 
that may not be protected from loss. 

As the Document Type Index was populated and coloured it quickly became 
evident that a large portion of non-complying documents fell into the class we are 
calling “legacy”. It is no surprise that documents created up to 40 years ago don’t 
comply with our current standards. The problem is not with the content of the 
document but with the ability to manage change and protect the document from 
loss. In order to address these documents we have instituted the following policy: 
The document’s current use is assessed by the document’s authority (owner), 
where it is either made obsolete or approved for continued use. If approved for 
continued use the document is marked as a legacy document with a template 
cover page and released on Docushare. No further effort is required until a change 
to that document is desired. 

Document Management
One issue that affects nearly everyone at TRIUMF is the management 
of documentation.QQuality
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Corrie Holmberg uses the Design Office large format scanner to 
make an electronic copy of a paper drawing. 
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Legacy drawings present an interesting case of their own. In some places there 
are only hard copies of drawings for equipment, no editable electronic source file 
exists. In other places hard copies are kept by the groups who own or service the 
equipment. In both cases these drawings are marked with changes (red-lined) 
made to equipment over the years and the electronic files (when they existed) 
have not been updated. The process for dealing with these two cases is the same. 
The drawings must be scanned and placed on a drawing server (Design Office, 
TRWINDATA, Docushare, etc.), these electronic versions are thus protected from 
loss. Anytime the paper version of these drawings is changed it must be scanned 
to the drawing server again. Reference or convenience hard copies of these 
drawings must be marked as such. Explicit detail on this process can be found 
in the Document Manual. As always, please ask a QM leader if you have any 
questions.  

Mid-license CNSC review
We have pestered you and you have responded. You have devoted 
much effort over the past 18 months in resolving issues identified 
during the 2006 CNSC audit of TRIUMF’s quality assurance program. 

The Director and others headed off to Ottawa for a CNSC review of TRIUMF’s 
performance with respect to our license conditions. We know they went with the 
quality management system in good shape. Your efforts have led to all but one 
of the original 14 directives and action notices being closed. The remaining one 
is document control (addressed above) which has a plan approved by the CNSC 
and will close once that plan has been executed.

In the latest HR newsletter Dan Gray wrote that the people at TRIUMF made his 
time here great. I too feel that way. I believe that the effort you put into the QMS 
shows the value you place on the work you and your colleagues do. I know we 
do not always get our QA processes right the first time round. We do rely on your 
critical thinking and your feedback. Knowing that your colleagues will insist that 
you do your best makes coming to work satisfying. Please keep it coming. 
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